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Power Sweep

NexGen
Commercial Sweep

0?NAS KJRAUKN1Q>AKN21NKQCD2JHK=@ANOAvailable in capacities for small
farm tanks, as well as large commercial structures.
Chain Conveyor Unloaders - Heavy Roller Chain is combined with Ultra High Molecular
Weight polyethylene paddles for long life and smooth operations. Chain Conveyors
available in Mass-ter Mover, Mass-ter Flow and Grain Pump Systems.

 -KSAN0SAALThis offers the
convenience of a bin sweep without
a motor or wiring inside the bin.
These can be adapted to tube type,
U-trough or en masse conveyors.

-KSAN%A=@OMany choices of power
heads available along with custom built
lengths to meet your needs.
 %KNEVKJP=H%A=@From 6" to 14"
diameters.
 `&J?HEJA@2JHK=@ANFor use with
6", 8", 10" and 12" unloading systems.
 3ANPE?=H2JHK=@QCANOSingle or
@KQ>HA@NERA?KJłCQN=PEKJOPKIAAP
system requirements.

Horizontal
Vertical

25° Unload

The industry’s most comprehensive line of
grain handling equipment... since 1958.
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ARMER Craig Fleishman of Minburn
planted oats along with red clover
this spring. He’s been reintroducing
oats on his farm for the last several years
as a third crop. While adding diversity in
crops may seem like a “new” trend, Iowa
has a long history of growing small grains.
According to the “Iowa Yearbook of
Agriculture,” in 1912 Iowa produced 5.7
million bushels of spring wheat, 11.4 million of winter wheat, 11.1 million of barley,
and 1.3 million of rye. Oats was the secondbiggest crop that year following corn, with
nearly 5 million planted acres and 208 million bushels in production.
Wheat was included on 36% of Iowa
farms in 1920. The percentage steadily
declined, and only 1% of Iowa farms
were growing wheat by 1978. By 1997 the
number fell to below 1%, according to a
study by the Leopold Center at Iowa State
University. Eight percent of Iowa farms still
grew oats in 2002, but like wheat, oats also
experienced a drastic decline compared
to 81% of Iowa farms growing them in 1920.
On April 4, Fleishman planted oats and
red clover by drilling 2 bushels of oats and
12 pounds of red clover per acre. Last year
he drilled oats using a grass seeder, but it
didn’t do a good job spreading the seeds.
So this year, he used a regular drill. He has
about 8 acres of oats in a strip-cropping arrangement and 12 acres total. He expects
to harvest his oats at the end of July using
a 15-foot soybean grain head. Straw will be
dropped into a windrow so it can be baled.

Diversify crop rotation
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Wallaces Farmer

By TOMOKA OGAWA

Small Farm Tanks to Large Commercial Storage

 (HA=J0SAALSizes from 4"
diameter to 12" diameter sweeps
available. A direct belt drive is used
for the smaller sweeps, whereas
a chain reducer or gear reducer
drives are used for the commercial
unloading systems.
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Bringing back
a ‘third crop’

Unloading
Systems

Bin Unloading Sweeps

Crops
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Growing up, Fleishman remembers seeing
oats in the neighborhood before it slowly
disappeared. He wants to diversify his
cropping program, and oats seem to fit this
purpose well. “Oats are an excellent cover
crop option, and it seems like a logical
choice to add oats in rotation,” he says.
His oats did fine with this year’s wet
spring, as well as with the snow in April
and May. “Weed control in oats has been
real easy,” he adds. “The oats and clover
crowded out the weeds, and it did not require any herbicide.”
Fleishman thinks marketing oats may
be more challenging than controlling
weeds. But he also sees potential in selling
or using them for cover crop seeding.
Tim Sieren, who farms in Keota and is
part of Practical Farmers’ on-farm research
project, planted more than 60 acres of
cereal rye last October for forage, cover
crop and seed production. Sieren started
planting rye several years ago as a forage
source for his cattle, so he didn’t have to
designate any land to hay production. He
recognizes the many benefits rye brings.
Especially after seeing the erosion control
after spring’s big rains, he plans to seed
more acres of rye cover crop in soybean
ground that’s going to corn next year.
This is Sieren’s third year of combining
rye for seed, as 15 acres were harvested
for seed and straw in mid-July, followed by
a clover cover crop that was interseeded
in early April as part of the Practical

GROWING OATS: Farming near
Minburn in central Iowa, Craig Fleishman
is planting some oats along with red
clover. He’s been reintroducing oats
on his farm for the last several years,
learning how a small-grain crop can
diversify a corn-bean rotation.
Farmers’ nitrogen research project. He
tried cleaning the seed with the combine
in past years, but had problems with it
feeding through a grain drill.
Sieren hired a local seed cleaner in past
years to clean the rye seed before planting,
but he's looking into faster and more economical ways to do it himself. He plans to
use most of the seed for his fall cover crop
seeding and has talked to seed dealers
about selling extra seed locally because of
increased interest in cover cropping.
Sieren has found planting rye in the fall
after corn harvest, harvesting the rye crop
as high moisture forage in mid- to late May,
and following with no-till soybeans will not
cause a yield penalty in the beans. Rye can
also be used for fall or spring grazing, and
he is harvesting seed and straw from it.
Sieren decided to try raising his own
seed to save on seed costs after it took a
big price jump two years ago. “Putting a
small grain in the rotation is also a good
way to spread out the workload since
planting and harvesting occur during
slower times of the year,” he says. “It’s also
a good way to utilize spring moisture and
scavenge residual nitrogen.”
No doubt corn and soybeans will
remain No. 1 and No. 2 in Iowa agriculture,
but third crops are making resurgence on
Iowa farms — grown as cover crops, for
forage and for seed. Bringing greater diversity to the crop rotation has benefits for
soil health, breaks up pest cycles, and may
open the door for added on-farm enterprises and the next generation of farmers.
Ogawa is with Practical Farmers of Iowa.

